The impact of lipophilicity as represented by the logarithm of octanol/water partition coefficient (logP), the combined steric/polarizability effect as represented by molar refractivity (MR) and bulk as represented by molar volume (MV) on the biological activity of 29 known aminopyrimidoisoquinolinequinones APIQ were analyzed using quantitative structure activity relationships methodology (QSAR). The activity data chosen was the inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) against human gastric adenocarcinoma (AGS) cell line. On running regression analysis, the physicochemical parameters and IC 50 show very weak correlations as evident by the low values of Pearson Correlation R 2 (0.1 to 0.2). Since the individual compounds show appreciable activity (ranging from 20 to 0.5 μM), classification was resorted to in order to expose mechanistic nesting subgroups. This was done by clustering data points around various trend lines extracted from the scattered plot relating parameters to activity using R 2 as an index. The correlation of IC 50 versus MV was chosen a base of classification owing to higher statistical metrics it yield. This gave five regression lines, each of which is believed to represent a separate mechanistic profile. Additional descriptors were used to consolidate the clustering approach and to give depth to the assumed mechanistic profiles of each cluster.
Introduction
The quinone moiety has been showed to possess anticancer activity and numerous cancer drugs in clinical use contain this unit since the discovery of daunorubicin (daunomycin 1a) and adriamycin (doxorubicin 1b) in 1960's [1] [2] [3] .
These two compounds are commonly used clinical agents in the therapy of various types of cancers (hematologic, solid tumors, …, etc.) [4] . They belong to anthracycline class of compounds which are featured by anthracene-9,10-dione chromophore to which is fused a six-membered alicyclic ring with a carbethoxy group at C9 and a sugar moiety at C7 [5] .
These compounds are naturally occurring antibiotic isolated from cultures of streptomyces species [2] . They relate to tetracycline antibiotics but are far more toxic. Drawbacks of anthracycline therapy include, among others, pronounced dose-dependent cardiotoxicity (heart failure in some patients) stem from generationof hydrogen peroxide and reactive oxygen species (ROS) through redox cycling [6] [7] . This is also true for ametantrone 2a, which is a derivative of anthraquinone (anthracene-9-10-diones), that has high cardiotoxicity riskand mitoxantrone 2b, another synthetic derivative of anthracene-9-10-dionewhich induces an acute myocarditis and arrhythmia during infusion [8] [9] . Pixantrone 3 is a modified ametantroneazaanolgue where the C-atom at position 9 was replaced by N-atom. It was proved to have anticancer activity with lower cardiotoxicity. This drug, however, fail to obtain FDA approval in the USA due to inconsistence of Phase II and Phase III data regarding cardiotoxicity. Recent studies shades doubts about its alleged reduced cardiotoxicity [10] [11] . Research efforts were directed toward obtaining better agents in an attempt to mitigate the cardiotoxicity of the initial anthracycline exposure, thereby preserving the myocardial integrity [12] . Chromophore modification to alleviate cardiotoxicity yielded anthrapyrazoles and their aza analogues4, which related to ametantrone and mitoxantrone. The most active compounds from these categories is losoxantrone 4a, which is an anthrapyrazole, and BBR3438 4b which is an aza anthrapyrazole. The modification includes the incorporation of a pyrazole ring converting the quinone moiety into quasi quinone and, in case of aza analogues, incorporation of an N atom in position 9 [13] [14] .
Angucyclinones 5a are aromatic polyketides and naturally occurring biologically active angular benz (a) anthrathene-9,10-dione derivatives [15] . They look like the anthracyclines in that they are naturally occurring isolated from numerous strains of Streptomyces [16] , in addition to their derivation from the same chromophore.
They show antifungal, antiviral, antibiotic, antitumor activities [17] . The capability of modification in the angucyclinones rouses arouses a considerable interest in their synthesis toward development of a new antitumor drug [18] . Reports about the aza analogues 5b of angucyclinone are less common and are due mainly to Valderrama [19] . These workers synthesized a number of azaanalogues of angucyclinone which show good activity when tested against a panel of cancer cell lines. The same group reported the synthesis and anticancer evaluation of two groups of tricyclic aza analogues with ring D removed. The angular ring isdimethylprimidodione in one group, (8-aminopyrimido [4,5-c] isoquinolinequinones, APIQ's) [20] anda cyclohexanone in the other (8-and 9-phenylamino-3,4-tetrahydro-phenanthridine-1,7,10 (2H)-triones, PPT) [21] . Both groups show comparable activity which is generally better than that of angucyclinones.
In this paper we study the activity of APIQ's in attempt to expose mechanistic aspects via Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) mythology.
QSAR is a mature scientific discipline which aids to find a mathematical relationship between the biological response of a series of congeneric molecules and various aspects of molecular behavior encoded by numerous molecular descriptors or physicochemical parameters [22] . To that end, computational methods become an indispensable tool for drug designers to obtain molecular descriptors and to derive the mathematical correlation [23] .
If the sole purpose of a model is prediction of activity of related untested compounds, regression analysis is used, but if the purpose of analysis is to categorize data according to a specific criterion, then classification methods is resorted to. There are several algorithms to perform each of these types of QSAR analyses. Regression could be done by linear regression, partial least squire regression, principle component analysis among others. Classification, on the other hand, could be performed by decision tree, random forest, K-nearest neighbor and regression clustering [24] [25] . The principle of classification analysis is to break down a larger data set with poor correlation metrics into smaller subsets with much improved metrics [26] . Regression clustering could be used in mechanistic study to furnish the attractive features of explaining the variabilities of descriptors with response. Linear regression and regression clustering are used in the present study to extract information about predictive ability and about hidden mechanistic trends of a data set of 29 known aminopyrimidoisoquinolinequinones (APIQ's).
Method and Material
Drawing of structures and calculating the descriptors was carried out using AC- Classification through regression clustering was performed as we described before [27] . The biological activity used in the present study is the anticancer activ- The molecular descriptors and biological activity data of APIQ's are shown in Table 2 below. 
Results and Discussion
1) Regression analysis of log P, MR, MV and their combination versus IC 50 Biological activity data was first curated by removing problematic data points. These are namely points 1 and 2 because of their high standard error of the mean; point 14 for which no datum is available (NA) and point 21 for which the value is not specified (>100). The rest of data points were used to develop QSAR equations. We run both simple and multiple linear regressions to find the degree of correlation of each parameter with IC 50 and that of them, combining two at a time, with IC 50 . The combination of two parameters is done after referring to their correlation matrix ( Table 3 below ing of a unifying trend line correlating the descriptors with their response. These descriptors could, therefore, be used to expose these supposed subgroups. This is done through classification.
2) Classification analysis
Each of data set used to develop Equations (1)-(3) above, were subjected to a process of simple clustering described before [27] . The clustering was based on each of the parameters in turns. Upon scrutiny, we choose the clustering based on MV to explore mechanistic trends. The reasons for this choice are: 1) MV gave us the highest R 2 value in regression analysis of the original data set (R 2 = 0.2); 2) it gave five clusters each containing five data points therefore obeying the rule of thumb of QSAR (5 data points for each parameter). The regression clustering output thus obtained is shown in Table 4 below.
The regression lines along which data points of each clusterlie are illustrated in Figure 1 below. It is noticed that cluster 5 is not depicted in Figure 1 above owing to the poorness of its MV/IC 50 correlation as evident from the R 2 value (−0.03). In order to justify our classification, we selected some other parameters which reflect different aspects of molecular behavior. These include, in addition to logP, sum of atomic polarizabilities (apol) to describe dispersion forces such as van der Waal interaction; surface rugosity or roughness (Rug) to follow surface topology of the legend; hydrogen bond donor capacity HBD to capture the ability of legend to act as a donor in hydrogen bonding with receptor and electrophilicity index ω which reflects the ability of legend to act as an electrophile accepting electrons from the receptor. All the above described descriptors were regressed against IC 50 both linearly and parabolically and Pearson coefficients are collected in Table 5 below.
The presence of mechanistic subgroup nested in APIQ data set could be justified by examining Table 5 above. We are going to discuss the variation of biological activity with each parameter for clusters 1 -5, one at time, to demark the mechanistic difference among these clusters.
Sum of atomic polarizabilities (apol): this could be considered as an indicator of dispersion interaction of APIQ's with their receptor [28] . Surface rugosity (Rug) is a descriptor for molecular surface roughness. It represents the ratio of volume to surface. The smaller the ratio is, the larger the rugosity [29] . It is apparent from Electrophilicity index ω: measures the tendency of a molecule as a whole to accommodate electrons [29] . The descriptor ω shows very poor correlation for all the clusters with exception to cluster 2 which exhibits very good correlation both linearly ( 
Conclusion
We conclude that for this particular group of APIQ's, the absence of universal correlation between their anticancer activity and the descriptors for lipophilicity and volume/polarizability is due to presence of nesting subgroups exhibiting varied mechanistic profiles. We have used a simple clustering method to segregate the data set into 5 clusters, each of which fits a separate trend line based on MV. We used five descriptors to emphasize the divergence of APIQ's into distinct mechanistic profiles.
